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4-18-2016 By COREY KILGANNON "People live for years in New York City’s train, bus and 
airport hubs, an ad hoc shelter system that has endured for decades." 
4-18-2016 By COREY KILGANNON Murdering the wife has endured for decades when the 
iPhone 007 could have prevented the murder of Mary Kennedy a decade ago! "Henry Ramone 
Brown, 30, Lake Mary, FL. stabs, runs over wife, kills 2 kids before committing suicide. He 
stabbed his estranged wife to death and ran over her body with his car Sunday night before 
murdering his two young children and committing suicide as police closed in. Brown exchanged 
gunfire with cops. "A system that has endured for decades." When the 2016 
ElectricWindmillFord with iPhone Dash Cam would not run over anyone let alone a wife... Cops 
exchange gasoline run Ford's for "Smart Cars!" 
4-18-2016 By COREY KILGANNON $681 million that was deposited into Mandy Miles bank 
account... "wry intellectual Bankers" bribe's now $681 million; What the Hell; NYC + Geneva's 
Bankers "wry intellectual Conscience. $$$. 100's of bribes of $681 million for decades! 
4-16-2016 By DANIEL VICTOR and RICHARD C. PADDOCK Despite assurances from 
Malaysian and Saudi officials, suspicions persist surrounding the $681 million that was 
deposited into Najib Razak’s bank account last year. 100's of bribes of $681 million for decades! 
4-18-2016 By COREY KILGANNON "Head on Collisions have endured for decades." after the 
1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillFord Escort! 
4-18-2016 By COREY KILGANNON "On Crime Bill and Clintons, Blacks Are Split by 
Generation" Generations of 1980 ElectricWindmillFord Escorts on the Ford assembly lines and 
the poor black assembly line workers who spent there lives building generations after generation 
of Ford ElectricWindmillCars for Clinton and her husband. Grin! 1 Trillionth Ford coming off 
the assembly line on... a war crime by Clinton and her husband... Oh Hell! 
4-18-2016 By COREY KILGANNON "Those who have long been left out of the health care 
system, a New York Times analysis has found this "MD" system that has endured for decades." 
4-18-2016 By COREY KILGANNON "Chief Justice John G. Roberts Jr. may avoid a position in 
a case challenging bribe's that are now $681 million; and have endured for decades since the 
1980 invention of the Ford ElectricWindmillEscort." 100's of bribes of $681 million for decades! 
4-18-2016 The Pit and the Pendulum II Nobel Novel written at the Hemingway House in Key 
West on MacBook Pro with iapps that let 100 write on the same page the horrors of Saudi + BP 
Oil Kings giving bribes of $681 Billion to 100's of world leaders and Pope's who work for God. 
100's of bribes of $681 million for decades! 
4-18-2016 By COREY KILGANNON "Head on Collisions have endured for decades." after the 
1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillFord Escort! 



4-18-2016 Since its release seven years ago, Minecraft has become a global sensation, captivating 
a generation of children. There are over 100 million registered players, and it’s now the third-
best-selling video game in history, after Tetris and Wii Sports. In 2014, Microsoft bought 
Minecraft — and Mojang, the Swedish game studio behind it — for $2.5 billion. At a time when 
even the president is urging kids to learn to C ++ and C # code, which are light years from 
Minecraft. block-based games as a form of “good” play that cultivates abstract thought. A 
recent paper Fanning wrote with Rebecca Mir traces the tradition to the English political 
philosopher John Locke, who was an early advocate of alphabet blocks. A century later, 
Friedrich Froebel — often called the inventor of kindergarten — developed block-based toys 
that he claimed would illustrate the spiritual connectedness of all things. Children would start 
with simple blocks, build up to more complex patterns, then begin to see these patterns in the 
world around them. Educators like Maria Montessori picked up on this concept and pioneered 
the teaching of math through wooden devices. 1,001 IP invention projects spelled out the last 
generation... Hell No! Melinda Gates didn't like playing this game so she told Bill not to buy it, 
grin. In Sweden, educators worried that industrialization and the mechanization of society were 
causing children to lose touch with physical skills; they began teaching sloyd, or woodcrafting, a 
practice that continues today. In Sweden today TNT tons of the H-Bombs on assembly lines in 
Pakistan are not taught to children. Yet they must win this Nuclear War with Pakistan! 
Minecraft has succeeded Lego as the respectable creative toy. When it was first sold in the 
postwar period, Lego presented itself as the heir to the heritage of playing with blocks. Post War 
Hell Today Pakistan has a assembly line full of H-Bombs. Lego play is quiet and stimulating. 
Children learn to grapple with major tasks and solve them together. Persson, now 36, was a 
child of the ’80s computer scene no the 1980 ElectricWindmillFord Escort Era. Persson invented 
Mindcraft without ever riding in a ElectricWindmillFord Escort working on the gravity engine 
IP invention project. Minecraft in 2009. The basic play is fairly simple: Each time you start a 
new game, Minecraft generates a unique world filled with hills, forests and lakes. Whatever the 
player chops at or digs into yields building blocks — trees provide wood, the earth dirt and 
stone. Blocks can be attached to one another to quickly produce structures. Players can also 
combine blocks to “craft” new items. Take some stone blocks, add a few pieces of wood, and you 
make a pickax, which then helps you dig more quickly and deeper, till you reach precious 
materials like gold, silver and diamond. “Mobs,” the game’s creatures (“mob” is short for 
“mobile”), can be used for crafting, too. Kill a spider, and you get spider silk, handy for making 
bows and arrows. Light years from 1,001 IP invention projects iapps with links to the iMac 
Super Computers at Los Alamos. IP invention projects; sales of the game exploded. Today it 
costs $27 and sells 10,000 copies a day, Mindcraft not IP invention projects! Grin. Nearly 
everyone who plays Minecraft, or even watches someone else do so, remarks on its feeling of 
freedom: All those blocks, infinities of them! Build anything you want! Players have recreated 
the Taj Mahal, the U.S.S. Enterprise from “Star Trek,” the entire capital city from “Game of 
Thrones.” It’s the most obvious appeal of the game. But I first started to glimpse how complex 
Minecraft culture can be when I saw what kids were doing with what’s called “redstone,” the 
game’s virtual wiring. My two sons had begun using it: Zev, who is 8, showed me an automated 
“piston door” and stone gateway he built. Gabriel, who is 10, had created a “minigame” whose 
actions included a mechanism that dropped anvils from a height, which players on the ground 
had to dodge. Everyone who lost out on playing the game IP invention projects can be a "wry 
intellectual" like Mandy Miles in Key West on island time when time and gravity are IP 
invention projects that will win somone kid a Nobel. Grin. Dartmouth College, has studied the 
behavior of thousands of youths on Minecraft servers, and he argues that their interactions are, 
essentially, teaching civic literacy. Teaching how to invent the Gravity Engine Ford is for Yale + 
Harvard not Dartmouth, grin! 
4-18-2016 By COREY KILGANNON "Head on Collisions have endured for decades." after the 
1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillFord Escort! 
4-18-2016 By COREY KILGANNON "Head on Collisions have endured for decades." after the 
1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillFord Escort! 
4-18-2016 Harvard Targets Bill + Melinda Gates Mosquito Net Sales... and Win 10. "Campus 
Assassins Game Targets Malaria" By Nikitha B. Reddy and Narayan T. Sundarara Harvard 
Crimson News. Across the Harvard College, 400 students have signed up to play Assassins—a 
live action game in which players receive human targets and attempt to eliminate them—with a 
particular focus on malaria prevention and awareness. 



4-18-2016 New York Times - NEW YORK - Democratic presidential candidate Bernie Sanders 
is backing legislation that would let Americans sue Saudi Arabia over the 9/11 terrorist attacks. 
By COREY KILGANNON $681 million that was NOT deposited into his bank account. Saudi 
Arabia has deposited $681 million into the senators bank accounts to vote not to let 9/11 widows 
sue them! 
4-18-2016 "Pussy Riot" MD 
4-18-2016 Lead Atoms... what causes miscarriages? etc... 
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Nice! Link below is new video added today. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=wbpw1KOQ5sU&index=1&list=PLP5Rx6jHWq3rsQIsDnKkt4eX8nar2nVdb 

inventor8484@gmail.com 

Link to 1,500 pages to 8-1-2015 Had to make my current index a smaller file.
...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star for the next 4 Trillion 
Years... read this and then invent a way to hear and observe Aliens at Proxima Centauri... Click 
HERE!



Yes Greg + Wives in Key West will get this Gravity Control Invention and of course the 
"Gravity Engine" for the flying cars. 

CLICK HERE ----- Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar Index-2 I edited it the web is fixed 
up nicely... 

Link to 1,500 pages to 8-1-2015 Had to make my current index a smaller file.
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/1500PagesBigto812015.html 

850 pages moved to this web link http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html
Moved 840 pages from Jan 2014 to Christmas 2014
Link to Photos and Acrobat files of Greg in NYC
Greg's YouTube Video reposted

inventsomething@live.com 



2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... On Sept 27, 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/page2sept2015.html 

4-17-2016 Apple-Starbucks iYaleMedical School. Yale Lawyers sue to stop it's merger! 

4-17-2016 Two drivers were killed Friday night in a head-on collision at Mile Marker 78 on U.S. 
1 
4-17-2016 Two drivers were killed Friday night in a head-on collision at Mile Marker 78 on U.S. 
1 
4-17-2016 Head on Collisions; Yes!! Dell notebooks come with Mac IOS software not Win 10. 
4-17-2016 A Mac will work with your iPhone in ways no other computer can. You can make and 
receive iPhone calls on your Mac, even if your iPhone is in another room. Send and receive both 
iMessage and SMS text messages on your Mac. Start an email, document, or browsing session on 
one device and instantly pick it up on another. And turn on the Personal Hotspot on your iPhone 
right from your Mac so you can get online in an instant. Visit your Apple-Starbucks Ultra Store 
School University if you don't have $8K to buy a Mac + iPhone 007, grin. Starbucks newest 
rewards of Comcast 500 Cable Channels and Internet wifi for your Dell Mac iMac Super 
Computer links for Los Alamos to super nuke Stage 4, with a girl scout Rx Recipe! 100" LG 
Ultra monitor helps you to have and invent the vision of a Eagle for people. 
4-17-2016 Head on Collisions; Yes!! Dell notebooks come with Mac IOS software not Win 10. 
4-17-2016 Could Bill + Melinda Gates have killed super air bags on the outside of the Minis 
because she hated the looks of them? Grin. No Gas Stations on Earth is also a Era of No Head 



on Collisions on Earth + No Windows 10 in use today!! Yes Dell notebooks come with Mac IOS 
software not Win 10. Cause of this Head on Collision is Beau's death from brain cancer. Cancer 
of Head on Collisions can be cured too. 

4-17-2016 Two drivers were killed Friday night in a head-on collision at Mile Marker 78 on U.S. 
1 
4-17-2016 Two drivers were killed Friday night in a head-on collision at Mile Marker 78 on U.S. 
1 

4-17-2016 Key West Crash + Burn News on the Front Page Today - Double fatality in crash on 
U.S. 1 BY ADAM LINHARDT Citizen Staff alinhardt@keysnews.com Two drivers were killed 
Friday night in a head-on collision at Mile Marker 78 on U.S. 1, according to the Florida 
Highway Patrol. Manuel Navarrete, 44, of Hialeah, was driving a 2015 Lexus south at 10 p.m. 
when the Lexus crossed the center line, striking a 2014 GMC Yukon driven by John S. 
Esslinger, 64, of Islamorada, according to a press release. 

4-17-2016 Two drivers were killed Friday night in a head-on collision at Mile Marker 78 on U.S. 
1 
4-17-2016 Two drivers were killed Friday night in a head-on collision at Mile Marker 78 on U.S. 
1 

4-17-2016 Key West Crash + Burn News on the Front Page Today - Double fatality in crash on 
U.S. 1 BY ADAM LINHARDT Citizen Staff alinhardt@keysnews.com Two drivers were killed 
Friday night in a head-on collision. No Gas Stations on Earth is also a Era of No Head on 
Collisions on Earth via the State of the Arts Smoke Detector with iPhone Cam that can tell if the 
flame is a candle, match, lighter, grease fire, and email several people at Microsoft who will let 
the DOJ read this email without a search warrant, grin. No Mosquitos on Earth is a spin off 
invention of these Era's! 
4-17-2016 Two drivers were killed Friday night in a head-on collision at Mile Marker 78 on U.S. 
1 
4-17-2016 Two drivers were killed Friday night in a head-on collision at Mile Marker 78 on U.S. 
1 
4-17-2016 Sex Slaves on the Front Page of Today's Sunday New York Times; no black slaves 
from 1838. Sex Slaves today in Saudi Arabia are like the 9/11 secret files the New York Times 
can't publish who owns SWF sex slaves in Mecca today, as the Times does know who these 
Masterminds are. 272 Slaves Were Sold to Save Georgetown. What Does It Owe Their 
Descendants? In 1838, the Jesuit priests who ran the country’s top Catholic university needed 
money to keep it alive. Now comes the task of making amends. By RACHEL L. SWARNS New 
York Times. 2016 Sex Slaves on the Front Page of Today's Sunday New York Times; no black 
slaves from 1838. Navy Seal's; Air Force elite para rescue lifesaver trained to jump from planes 
and save SWF sex slaves in Mecca behind Muslim enemy lines. The motto of the rescuers is, 
“That others may live.” "Long Career in Military’s Elite Spirals Into a Killing and a Suicide" 
By DAVE PHILIPPS Dave write of the murder - suicide of the CO by the Sargent, both only 
lived to be warriors never ever thinking to rescue SWF sex slaves. Sex lives of the 2 warriors 
killed was not mentioned but the Pentagon does allow whore houses at every military base world 
wide. Sergeant Bellino, walked into his squadron’s headquarters at Joint Base San Antonio, in 
Texas, with two pistols and gunned down his commander, Lt. Col. William Schroeder. Both 
devoted their life's to being what friends and colleagues called a warrior when both had to have 
know about the 1980 ElectricWindmillFord Escort and $777 Trillion in Iraq, Afghanistan and 
Kuwait... $$$. Steve have been warriors so long, they are almost addicted to being deployed. No 



Gas Stations on Earth via 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat must be Top Secret end to the Oil Revenue 
Wars in Iraq, Afghanistan and Kuwait. 
4-17-2016 Two drivers were killed Friday night in a head-on collision at Mile Marker 78 on U.S. 
1 
4-17-2016 Two drivers were killed Friday night in a head-on collision at Mile Marker 78 on U.S. 
1 
4-17-2016 Key West Crash + Burn News on the Front Page Today BY Mandy Miles in Tan 
Lines Citizen Staff. Mandy didn't write about people who say they don't own a CAR... Mandy 
wrote about people who say they don't own a TV today. Starting with people who tell her they 
don't own a TV then she goes on to say "there thrilled to say they don't own a TV." "wry 
intellectuals" "15 minute narrative about why they hate TV" Mandy mentions "Duck Dynasty" 
and "Real Housewives" who believe in reality TV. This stereotype of TV viewers in a 1984 II 
Society drives Greg crazy. Mandy needs to watch "Sex Slaves in Mecca" on CBS tonight right 
after "60 Minutes" then "Elementary" Mandy said smile and move on... move on to what. No 
Gas Stations on Earth, No Mosquitoes in Key West. Television viewers 1,001 IP invention 
projects TV Show is out of date, George Orwell Cable via Comcast must have all the best TV 
Shows, grin. No Head on Collisions could be "wry intellectuals" best TV Show, how this 
technology will be invented when the 1984 II Top Brass get around watching it on TV. Despite 
assurances from Malaysian and Saudi officials, suspicions persist surrounding the $681 million 
that was deposited into Mandy Miles bank account last year. "wry intellectuals" must be 
considering that the old $1 million dollar bribe is now $681 million and wonder were the Hell 
the Geneva's Bankers Conscience is... intellectually speaking. 
4-17-2016 $681 million that was deposited into Mandy Miles bank account... "wry intellectuals" 
must be considering that the old $1 million dollar bribe is now $681 million and wonder were 
the Hell the Geneva's Bankers Conscience is... intellectually speaking. 
4-17-2016 UN agencies and other international organizations in Geneva work at the crossroads 
of peace, rights and wellbeing and are at the core of implementing No Gas Stations On Earth 
Era! No Head On Collisions on Earth Era! 

4-17-2016 [Violent extremism] is $681 million deposited in Kerry's Geneva Bank, Kerry doesn't 
need this with his wife's 8 Billion but many others could use $681 million direct deposit and 
many 100's have [Violent extremism] deposits of $681 million this UN guy in Geneva knows 
about but will not Leak! Director-General of United Nations Office of Geneva (UNOG) Michael 
Møller addresses the conference on Preventing Violent Extremism, at the Palais des Nations. – 
Violent extremism is an affront to the very purposes and principles of the United Nations, the 
Head of the world body’s Geneva headquarters said today, urging government delegations and 
experts gathered there to back the comprehensive approach needed to proactively address the 
drivers of the scourge, including through support of the Secretary-General’s action plan on the 
issue. “[Violent extremism] not only challenges international peace and security, but undermines 
the crucial work that Member States and the UN family are conducting to uphold human rights, 
take humanitarian action and promote sustainable development, said Michael Møller, Director-
General of the United Nations Office at Geneva (UNOG). 
4-17-2016 Two drivers were killed Friday night in a head-on collision at Mile Marker 78 on U.S. 
1 
4-17-2016 Two drivers were killed Friday night in a head-on collision at Mile Marker 78 on U.S. 
1 
4-17-2016 Key West Senior Center News - Another Head on Collision that kills seniors with the 
Staff the government hired to run the Meals on Wheels program in Key West. I moved away 
from this center as they almost killed me with their Meat Meals and Raw Chicken red blood in 
the dark leg the women pictured in this story would not eat 2 weeks in a row... and the staff let 
her miss a meal - didn't offer her a cooked chicken, they didn't write this up for the boss too. 
And I complained so many times to the top brass they poisoned my meal and put OJ next to me 
writing this web page in the Senior Center. Meals program may move... $$$ (overpaid) Staff to a 



County Jail. BY TIMOTHY O'HARA Citizen Staff tohara@keysnews.com The Monroe County 
government is looking at moving its free meals for seniors program in Key West from the 
Harvey Government Center to the Senior Citizens Plaza on Kennedy Boulevard, because the 
current facility needs extensive repairs. The county offers free lunch meals for people 60 and 
older at the Senior Center abutting the Harvey Government Center. County staff gets more $$$ 
than the food cost by at least 10 times! So the true cost of a meal is $100... after they pay the top 
brass at the county, grin. Key West taxpayers spent nearly $1 million subsidizing the Senior 
Meals and Bingo for 50 people a year. 
4-17-2016 Two drivers were killed Friday night in a head-on collision at Mile Marker 78 on U.S. 
1 
4-17-2016 Two drivers were killed Friday night in a head-on collision at Mile Marker 78 on U.S. 
1 
4-17-2016 Ford’s Lincoln brand has been drawing big crowds to its new Navigator S.U.V. 
concept vehicle, features gull wing doors.- Doors on the Gravity Engine Ford Navigator will be 
made out of Bullet Proof Glass and look like the NY Times front doors. Navigator S.U.V. 
concept vehicle, RV + Mini Van will come with a gravity engine, grin. Bullet Proof Glass Car for 
drive by shootings, ha. 

4-17-2016 Two drivers were killed Friday night in a head-on collision at Mile Marker 78 on U.S. 
1 
4-17-2016 Two drivers were killed Friday night in a head-on collision at Mile Marker 78 on U.S. 
1 

4-17-2016 Common Sense: The S.U.V. Arms Race Goes Upscale 1 Trillion cars coming off the 
assembly lines were nuked by this New York Times article in today's Sunday Times - "Class of 
Nuclear Arms" By WILLIAM J. BROAD and DAVID E. SANGER Buildups of a new 
generation of smaller, less destructive nuclear weapons by the United States, Russia and China 
were built in the last 2 years instead of SUV cars. Why? Warrior Syphilis in the Frontal Lobes! 
Another Day in the Frontal Lobes a book by Dr. Katrina was never made into a Sony movie or 
CBS TV show. Years ago IP invention project to put LG lobotomy Gas in the air we breath - 
water we drink. Los Alamos could have perfected LG lobotomy gas by now. 

4-17-2016 Two drivers were killed Friday night in a head-on collision at Mile Marker 78 on U.S. 
1 
4-17-2016 Two drivers were killed Friday night in a head-on collision at Mile Marker 78 on U.S. 
1 

4-17-2016 There must be 2 "Classes" of Top Brass in our 1984 II Society. One Class build this 
Newest Nukes the other Class wants to build Super Shuttles for Start of Star Travels Arms 
Race. "Class of Nuclear Arms" By WILLIAM J. BROAD and DAVID E. SANGER Buildups of 
a new generation of smaller, less destructive nuclear weapons by the United States, Russia and 
China unsettle the balance of destructive force that has kept the nuclear peace for more than a 
half-century... Alpha Centauri: A Destination for Star-Struck Explorers. The “Breakthrough 
Starshot” space mission to Alpha Centauri. Putin instead of building Ford 
ElectricWindmillCars the last year built this 18 Wheeled Truck... A Russian intercontinental 
ballistic missile that can carry four miniaturized nuclear warheads was "Driven" through Red 
Square in Moscow last May. "Driven" by not letting women drive a gas engine car in Saudi 
Arabia, "Driven" to invent the Gravity Engine car brainstorming with many wives. Invent 
Struck over the phenomena of Time + Gravity. 
4-17-2016 Two drivers were killed Friday night in a head-on collision at Mile Marker 78 on U.S. 
1 



4-17-2016 Two drivers were killed Friday night in a head-on collision at Mile Marker 78 on U.S. 
1 
4-17-2016 Movie “Dr. Strangelove” — MAD, as it was known, worked. Now, the concern is that 
the precision and less-destructive nature of these new weapons raises the temptation to use them. 
4-17-2016 Two drivers were killed Friday night in a head-on collision at Mile Marker 78 on U.S. 
1 
4-17-2016 Two drivers were killed Friday night in a head-on collision at Mile Marker 78 on U.S. 
1 
4-17-2016 Movie "Dr. Oppenheimer II + III MD" and 1,001 other movies to Cure Brain + 
Breast Cancer, kill every Mosquito on Earth was never made by Sony as Sony was making 
movies for the Pentagon. Moscow and Beijing, analysts say, are testing space weapons that could 
knock out American military satellites at the beginning of a nuclear war. In response, 
Washington is launching space observation satellites meant to deter and help defeat such 
attacks. Verizon Cell Tower Satellites in Low Earth Orbit to replace the Cell Towers in every 
City on Earth have not been upgraded to keep up with the Nuke Upgrades the last few years! 
4-17-2016 Two drivers were killed Friday night in a head-on collision at Mile Marker 78 on U.S. 
1 
4-17-2016 Two drivers were killed Friday night in a head-on collision at Mile Marker 78 on U.S. 
1 
4-17-2016 Pentagon explicitly calls the cruise missile and related nuclear arms essential for 
“countering Russian aggression” in Eastern Europe. 
4-17-2016 Pentagon explicitly calls "No Gas Stations on Earth" a threat from the 4 MD Wives 
Coup D'Etat. 
4-17-2016 
4-17-2016 Two drivers were killed Friday night in a head-on collision at Mile Marker 78 on U.S. 
1 
4-17-2016 Two drivers were killed Friday night in a head-on collision at Mile Marker 78 on U.S. 
1 

4-17-2016 Two drivers were killed Friday night in a head-on collision at Mile Marker 78 on U.S. 
1 
4-17-2016 Two drivers were killed Friday night in a head-on collision at Mile Marker 78 on U.S. 
1 

4-16-2016 "Saudis Warn U.S. of 9/11 II + III on Wednesday. 
4-16-2016 "Saudis Warn U.S. of 9/11 II + III on Wednesday. 
4-16-2016 "Saudis Warn U.S. of 9/11 II + III on Wednesday... take all our gas station hold up 
loot. If you don't some crazy "God is Great" Mad Man will pull off 9/11 II + III. 
4-16-2016 The Universe is expanding faster than the laws of physics can explain... Laser 
Guidance on the New State of the Arts Smoke Detector with iPhone Cam can tell if the flame is a 
candle, match, lighter, grease fire, and email several people at Microsoft who will let the DOJ 
read this email without a search warrant, grin. 
4-16-2016 The Universe of our 1984 II Dictators Expands to "Star Wars - Star Travel - Rx 
Cancer Cure!" via 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat 1984 III MD Women Dictators of our Orwellian 



Society! 
4-16-2016 Vengeance by Allah Mecca!! If Congress Passes 9/11 Bill for $777 Trillion in 
compensation for 9/11 + Gas Stations Hold Ups by Saudi Arabia" By MARK MAZZETTI NY 
Times. 9/11. Then 9/11 Widows will email a bill to the NY Times for suppressing the 
ElectricWindmillFord invented in 1980. 

4-16-2016 "Saudis Warn U.S. of 9/11 II + III on Wednesday. 
4-16-2016 "Saudis Warn U.S. of 9/11 II + III on Wednesday. 
4-16-2016 "Saudis Warn U.S. of 9/11 II + III on Wednesday... take all our gas station hold up 
loot. If you don't some crazy "God is Great" Mad Man will pull off 9/11 II + III. 

4-16-2016 By DANIEL VICTOR and RICHARD C. PADDOCK Despite assurances from 
Malaysian and Saudi officials, suspicions persist surrounding the $681 million that was 
deposited into Najib Razak’s bank account last year. 
4-16-2016 $777 Million was deposited in the NY Times Bank Account in Geneva $$$ NY Times 
Story about the closing of a Gas Station In Manhattan 2016 correction as it should have closed 
in 1980, Gasoline Alley there are 50 gas stations that can be used by the public, according to the 
Fire Department. Over the past eight years, about 30 have disappeared. A 2014 analysis by The 
Wall Street Journal said there were just 12 below 96th Street, but several have closed since then. 
2006 a decade ago, there were nearly 300,000 gas stations nationwide; there are now fewer than 
140,000 in 2016. Many were closed because of gasoline leaking underground not because of the 
1980 Ford ElectricWindmillCar. In the West Village, where Athanasios Hondros, who goes by 
Tommy, runs a six-pump Mobil station, business has been booming, and though people have 
come with envelopes of cash, he said, the station is not for sale. “Doesn’t bother me,” he said. “I 
plan on being the last gas station left.” 

4-16-2016 "Saudis Warn U.S. of 9/11 II + III on Wednesday. 
4-16-2016 "Saudis Warn U.S. of 9/11 II + III on Wednesday. 
4-16-2016 "Saudis Warn U.S. of 9/11 II + III on Wednesday... take all our gas station hold up 
loot. If you don't some crazy "God is Great" Mad Man will pull off 9/11 II + III. 

4-16-2016 CAIRO - Egyptian security forces arrested dozens and fired tear gas Friday at 
thousands of demonstrators protesting President Abdel-Fattah el-Sissi's decision to hand over 
two Red Sea islands to Saudi Arabia. For $777 million... 
4-16-2016 By DANIEL VICTOR and RICHARD C. PADDOCK Despite assurances from Saudi 
officials, suspicions persist surrounding the $681 million that was deposited into President 
Abdel-Fattah el-Sissi's Geneva Bank account with the Memo sale of 2 islands to Saudi Arabia, 
grin. 

4-16-2016 "Saudis Warn U.S. of 9/11 II + III on Wednesday. 
4-16-2016 "Saudis Warn U.S. of 9/11 II + III on Wednesday. 
4-16-2016 "Saudis Warn U.S. of 9/11 II + III on Wednesday... take all our gas station hold up 
loot. If you don't some crazy "God is Great" Mad Man will pull off 9/11 II + III. 
4-16-2016 2002 congressional inquiry into the Ford ElectricWindmillCar... 1 Trillionth one 
coming off the Ford Assembly lines in 2002 
4-16-2016 Bill + Melinda Gates going along with the suppression of the 2016 



ElectricWindmillFord Escort has been a "humanitarian disaster" that lost 1,001 Nobel's in 
Medicine in 2016 and fueled Spray Painted Clouds of Black Exhaust on Duval Key West from a 
Trillion Scooters causing Saint Jude to admit its 100 Millionth kid with cancer + birth defects. 
Worst "humanitarian disaster" is SWF's given HIV, STD's, MS Virus then to be put to death to 
stop their pain by the Orwellian White House MD By THE EDITORIAL BOARD As the post-
Castro era looms, Cuban leaders are debating reforms behind closed doors. "STD Hospital 
Prisons" in Cuba are full of men with HIV, Hepatitis, STD's, Syphilis, MS... will these men be let 
off the Carnival Ship to infect Havana, Hell No! Voyage - Interior; Ocean View; Balcony; 
Suites; 1 May 2016 $ 2,662 $ 3,399 $ 4,147 $ 8,767 call 1 855 932 8466 Nothing on Hemingway 
Writing a Nobel Novel on this Carnival Cruise... no news of a casino on the ship - grin. 
https://www.fathom.org/cuba-whats-included/#spot 

4-16-2016 "Saudis Warn U.S. of 9/11 II + III on Wednesday. 
4-16-2016 "Saudis Warn U.S. of 9/11 II + III on Wednesday. 

4-16-2016 Saudi military is flying jets and dropping bombs it bought from the United States — 
part of the billions of dollars in arms deals that have been negotiated with Saudi Arabia. 
4-16-2016 2016 congressional inquiry into the Ford ElectricWindmillCar... 1 Trillionth one 
coming off the Ford Assembly lines in 2016. 

4-16-2016 "Saudis Warn U.S. of 9/11 II + III on Wednesday. 
4-16-2016 "Saudis Warn U.S. of 9/11 II + III on Wednesday. 

4-16-2016 "Saudis Warn U.S. of 9/11 II + III on Wednesday. President Obama will arrive in 
Riyadh on Wednesday for meetings with King Salman and other Saudi officials. It is unclear 
whether the dispute over the Sept. 11 legislation will be on the agenda for the talks. 

4-16-2016 "Saudis Warn U.S. of 9/11 II + III on Wednesday. 
4-16-2016 "Saudis Warn U.S. of 9/11 II + III on Wednesday. 

4-16-2016 "Saudis Warn U.S. of Fiscal Fallout if 9/11 Bill Passes" By MARK MAZZETTI York 
Times. The kingdom has bristled over a bill that would allow its government to be held 
responsible in American courts for any role in the Sept. 11 attacks. 

4-16-2016 "Saudis Warn U.S. of 9/11 II + III on Wednesday. 
4-16-2016 "Saudis Warn U.S. of 9/11 II + III on Wednesday. 

4-16-2016 CIA Secret Editorial: 100 people or more in Saudi Arabia must have 
"Masterminded" the 9/11 attacks! 9/11 II + III H-Bombs are on some remote underground 
assembly in Pakistan up and running today too. 

4-16-2016 "Saudis Warn U.S. of 9/11 II + III on Wednesday. 
4-16-2016 "Saudis Warn U.S. of 9/11 II + III on Wednesday. 

4-16-2016 $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues - Gas Station Hold Up's SWF's Sucker Punched out of 



spite for Mecca Mad Men want $777 Trillion from the USA Supreme Court and 4 MD Wives 
Coup D'Etat Era of 1984 III MD Women Dictators! Adel al-Jubeir, the Saudi foreign minister, 
delivered the kingdom’s message personally last month during a trip to Washington, telling 
lawmakers that Saudi Arabia would be forced to sell up to $750 billion in treasury securities and 
other assets in the United States before they could be in danger of being frozen by American 
courts. 

4-16-2016 "Saudis Warn U.S. of 9/11 II + III on Wednesday. 
4-16-2016 "Saudis Warn U.S. of 9/11 II + III on Wednesday. 

4-16-2016 Adel al-Jubeir has already lost his $750 Billion, ask the 1984 III Women Dictators, 
grin. Sucker Punching women at gas station hold up, next is the NY Times for not making this 
front page headlines. 
4-16-2016 “It’s stunning to think that our government would back the Saudis over its own 
citizens,” 

4-16-2016 "Saudis Warn U.S. of 9/11 II + III on Wednesday. 
4-16-2016 "Saudis Warn U.S. of 9/11 II + III on Wednesday. 

4-16-2016 “It’s stunning to think that our government would give Generals in Pakistan enough 
money and MIT Tech support to set up an H-Bomb assembly line instead of a Ford 
ElectricWindmillCar assembly line... who the Hell has Syphilis in their frontal lobes! 

4-16-2016 "Saudis Warn U.S. of 9/11 II + III on Wednesday. 
4-16-2016 "Saudis Warn U.S. of 9/11 II + III on Wednesday. 

4-16-2016 2002 congressional inquiry into the attacks that cited some evidence that Saudi 
officials living in the United States at the time had a hand in the plot. Those conclusions, 
contained in 28 pages of the report, still have not been released publicly. 
4-16-2016 2002 congressional inquiry into the Ford ElectricWindmillCar... 1 Trillionth one 
coming off the Ford Assembly lines in 2002 

4-16-2016 "Saudis Warn U.S. of 9/11 II + III on Wednesday. 
4-16-2016 "Saudis Warn U.S. of 9/11 II + III on Wednesday. 

4-16-2016 "Saudis Warn U.S. of 9/11 II + III on Wednesday. 
4-16-2016 "Saudis Warn U.S. of 9/11 II + III on Wednesday. 
4-16-2016 "Saudis Warn U.S. of 9/11 II + III on Wednesday... take all our gas station hold up 
loot. If you don't some crazy "God is Great" Mad Man will pull off 9/11 II + III. 

4-15-2016 “But with so many crazy drivers on the road, I want the biggest vehicle I can get.” 
4-15-2016 “But with so many crazy drivers on the road, I want the biggest vehicle I can get.” 



4-15-2016 “But with so many crazy drivers on the road, I want the biggest vehicle I can get.” 
Could Bill + Melinda Gates have killed super air bags on the outside of the Minis because she 
hated the looks of them? Ha! 
4-15-2016 “But with so many crazy drivers on the road, I want the biggest vehicle I can get.” 
4-15-2016 “But with so many crazy drivers on the road, I want the biggest vehicle I can get.” 
4-15-2016 He said he was leaning toward the new Maserati Levante or a Porsche Cayenne. Mr. 
Fedorenko said fuel efficiency wasn’t a concern. “I’m sure the world would be a better place if 
we all drove Minis,” he said. “But with so many crazy drivers on the road, I want the biggest 
vehicle I can get.” Could Bill + Melinda Gates have killed super air bags on the outside of the 
Minis because she hated the looks them? Ha! In this 1984 II Society you don't even know if the 
NY Times story is made up or real half the time. "Common Sense: The S.U.V. Arms Race Goes 
Upscale" crash and burn statistics were not published in this NY Times story. Melinda didn't 
want to read this. Saudi Arabia Moves to Curb Its Feared Religious Police, 1984 II Dictators 
Moves to Curb Bill + Melinda Gates deleting IP invention projects which are much better than 
their "Mosquito Net" Nobel... they gave them selves, grin. Win 10 too much "Mosquito Net" in 
Win 10 too! 
4-15-2016 “But with so many crazy drivers on the road, I want the biggest vehicle I can get.” 
4-15-2016 “But with so many crazy drivers on the road, I want the biggest vehicle I can get.” 
4-15-2016 Comcast cable TV set-top boxes, singling out the devices in millions of homes as a 
chunky and outdated symbol of corporate power over consumers as 1,001 Nobels in Medicine a 
Year have been lost by Comcast's power over Cosby TV shows and The Talk + The View have 
killed millions with their idiot and mis diagnosis plots by CBS, NBC, ABC Disney power over 
consumers George Orwell's Big Brother is not Watching out for You! French Revolution II 
would shut down Comcast for 7 years not the University of Paris, grin. 

4-15-2016 “But with so many crazy drivers on the road, I want the biggest vehicle I can get.” 
4-15-2016 “But with so many crazy drivers on the road, I want the biggest vehicle I can get.” 

4-15-2016 Antibiotics are used to promote growth and prevent diseases not for TV Shows like 
Cosby, Anger Management, 2 Broke Girls, Star Trek. World's first TV Shows in Antibiotics + 
surgery aims to educate medical students watching the TV Show well as the consumers. 400 
Cable Channels in the last decade and none for Medical Students that aims to educate and point 
out inventions like antibiotics and vaccines in the drinking water. HBO TV Special "Bobby 
Kennedy Jr. How I Hanged Mary in the Kennedy Barn and got away with murder!" F.B.I. Used 
Hacking Software Decade Before iPhone Fight - this didn't save 19K women who were 
murdered each of the 10 years! A Comcast FBI Channel would have save 19K women from 
being murdered... really tune in and watch the show. ‘Deadpool’ Isn’t the Only Solution. But 
‘Batman v Superman’ Is the Problem. 

4-15-2016 “But with so many crazy drivers on the road, I want the biggest vehicle I can get.” 
4-15-2016 “But with so many crazy drivers on the road, I want the biggest vehicle I can get.” 
4-15-2016 If measurement of Nobels in Medicine in one year backed up by further study, it 
could lead to all the laws of cosmology of the expansion of Comcast Cable being completely 
rewritten for Jimmy Carters Habitat for Humanity to get 1,001 Nobels in Medicine a year via a 
state of the arts laser guidance on Comcast Cable TV Show Plots. Unknown forces at Comcast 
gave us the Cosby Show + Anger Management. Comcast Rate of Expansion the last few decades 
gave us a "Black Hole" best example is Cosby. 

4-15-2016 “But with so many crazy drivers on the road, I want the biggest vehicle I can get.” 



4-15-2016 “But with so many crazy drivers on the road, I want the biggest vehicle I can get.” 

4-15-2016 Starbucks recently changed its loyalty program to reward customers based on dollars 
spent rather than the number of purchases made, much to the dismay of many Starbucks loyalty 
members. Shares fell as much as 4.2% Tuesday on the news, which is the most the stock has 
fallen in more than two months. 

4-15-2016 “But with so many crazy drivers on the road, I want the biggest vehicle I can get.” 
4-15-2016 “But with so many crazy drivers on the road, I want the biggest vehicle I can get.” 

4-15-2016 Starbucks loyalty program with Comcast Cable Rewards will advance the Shares by 
4.2 % and Starbucks MacBook Pro at your table will raise the Shares another 4.2 %. So what is 
slowing down management decision making. Its in their frontal lobes and there is no Comcast 
Cable Channel for them to learn how to fix this, grin. Starbucks is still the most preferred brand 
by “upper- and average-income teens. Comcast, ATT, NBC, CBS are the worst preferred 
brands by “upper- and average-income teens." 
4-15-2016 Yale Key West Medical School will have its own Cable Channel on Comcast, grin. 

4-15-2016 “But with so many crazy drivers on the road, I want the biggest vehicle I can get.” 
4-15-2016 “But with so many crazy drivers on the road, I want the biggest vehicle I can get.” 

4-15-2016 CIA Comcast Channel after a "few bad movies like "Spy Game: with Redford 
without a Ford ElectricWindmillCar that was the true story cause of the Berlin Wall coming 
down, during a rare trip to CIA headquarters by Comcast Top Bras along with Ford Executives 
will bring you the next 007 Bond Car the Ford ElectricWindmillExcort. 

4-15-2016 “But with so many crazy drivers on the road, I want the biggest vehicle I can get.” 
4-15-2016 “But with so many crazy drivers on the road, I want the biggest vehicle I can get.” 

4-15-2016 Why Yale? Because Harvard sucks. The Harvard Crimson’s Editorial Board 
published an op-ed yesterday for visiting prefrosh that called Yale an “arts and crafts college.” 
We’re not mad: The News happens to think Yale’s two free art galleries are pretty nifty. Yale 
Campus News thinks Comcast has pretty nifty TV programs on tonight too. Not Yale Medical 
School Students as they failed Comcast for mis diagnosis that killed 100 million patients over the 
last 4 years. 

4-15-2016 “But with so many crazy drivers on the road, I want the biggest vehicle I can get.” 
4-15-2016 “But with so many crazy drivers on the road, I want the biggest vehicle I can get.” 

4-15-2016 Comcast @ Yale Medical School - thousands of patients will be spared removal of 
their thyroid, treatment with radioactive iodine and regular checkups for the rest of their lives, 
all to protect against a tumor that was never a threat. Their conclusion, and the data that led to 
it, was reported Thursday in the journal JAMA Oncology. The change is expected to affect 
about 10,000 of the nearly 65,000 thyroid cancer patients a year in the United States. It may also 
offer grist to those who have been arguing for the reclassification of some other forms of cancer, 
including certain lesions in the breast and prostate. The reclassified tumor is a small lump in the 
thyroid that is completely surrounded by a capsule of fibrous tissue. Its nucleus looks like a 



cancer but the cells have not broken out of their capsule, and surgery to remove the entire 
thyroid followed by treatment with radioactive iodine is unnecessary and harmful, the panel 
said. They have now renamed the tumor. Instead of calling it “encapsulated follicular variant of 
papillary thyroid carcinoma,” they now call it “noninvasive follicular thyroid neoplasm with 
papillary-like nuclear features,” or NIFTP. The word “carcinoma” is gone. Reclassified is 
needed via executive order! Comcast - That’s enough. Someone has to take responsibility and 
stop this madness,’ Complications, including death from Cable TV ruling the Cable Channel 
Shows! CBS Hopes for a Stephen Colbert Bump From a New Leader at ‘The Late Show’ By 
JOHN KOBLIN - New leaders at 1984 III really. 

4-15-2016 “But with so many crazy drivers on the road, I want the biggest vehicle I can get.” 
4-15-2016 “But with so many crazy drivers on the road, I want the biggest vehicle I can get.” 

4-15-2016 Bill + Melinda Gates are suing the Justice Department, challenging its frequent use of 
secrecy orders that prevent Microsoft from telling people when the government obtains a 
warrant to read their emails. Microsoft Sues Justice Department to Protest Electronic Gag 
Order Statute, are the Headlines to this story in the NY Times Today. Bill + Melinda Gates are 
expected to be charged with involuntary manslaughter selling Mosquito Nets for Zika Deaths 
instead of IP invention projects pre-installed in Win 10 to kill every Mosquito on Earth! DOJ 
didn't send any emails to Bill + Melinda when WHO at the UN said they were bullies in getting 
Mosquito Nets sold to the masses instead of a IP invention project pre-loaded on Windows 10 to 
get a real invention to kill every mosquito on Earth. Microsoft’s suit, unlike Apple’s fight with 
the Federal Bureau of Investigation over access to a locked iPhone, is not attached to a single 
case. Instead, it is intended to challenge the legal process regarding secrecy orders. In addition 
to challenging the Justice Department and the courts, Microsoft is trying to Bully Congress into 
looking at the issue of Mosquito Nets vs IP invention projects pre-loaded in Win 10... personally 
deleted by Bill + Melinda Gates because they have syphilis in their frontal lobes, grin. Only 
diagnosis I could think of for this Mosquito Net executive decision WHO MD's said was wrong 
way to kill every mosquito on Earth. 

4-15-2016 “But with so many crazy drivers on the road, I want the biggest vehicle I can get.” 
4-15-2016 “But with so many crazy drivers on the road, I want the biggest vehicle I can get.” 

4-15-2016 IP invention projects pre-loaded in Win 10... "Incense Ignited Bronx Fire That Killed 
2 Girls, Officials Say" By ASHLEY SOUTHALL and NOAH REMNICK NY Times - Laser 
Guidance on the New State of the Arts Smoke Detector with iPhone Cam can tell if the flame is a 
candle, match, lighter, grease fire, and email several people at Microsoft who will let the DOJ 
read this email without a search warrant, grin. 

4-15-2016 “But with so many crazy drivers on the road, I want the biggest vehicle I can get.” 
4-15-2016 “But with so many crazy drivers on the road, I want the biggest vehicle I can get.” 

4-15-2016 He said he was leaning toward the new Maserati Levante or a Porsche Cayenne. Mr. 
Fedorenko said fuel efficiency wasn’t a concern. “I’m sure the world would be a better place if 
we all drove Minis,” he said. “But with so many crazy drivers on the road, I want the biggest 
vehicle I can get.” Could Bill + Melinda Gates have killed super air bags on the outside of the 
Minis because she hated the looks them? Ha! In this 1984 II Society you don't even know if the 
NY Times story is made up or real half the time. 
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4-15-2016 “But with so many crazy drivers on the road, I want the biggest vehicle I can get.” 


